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EBS, a global education media group, 
creating advanced contents 
EBS aims to complement public education and provide life-

long education to its people. As the educational broadcasting 

system, EBS provides top-notch programs for the public 

through continuous innovation. EBS is dedicated in creating 

educational content to enhance public education and to 

reduce unnecessary private education costs. As a leading 

educational broadcasting system EBS offers an equal access 

to education for the public through interactive e-Learning 

system and customer-oriented services.

HistoryVision

Mar. 1974 Launched Radio School

Sep. 1980 Launched “TV High School Educational Broadcasting”

Dec. 1990 Found Educational Broadcasting Services  

Feb. 1995 Joined ABU

Jan. 1997  Educational Broadcasting Service Act

Aug. 1997  Launched two Satellite TV Channels (EBS+1, EBS+2) 

Mar. 2000  Announced Educational Broadcasting Service Act

Dec. 2000  Launched EBS Internet Service (www.ebs.co.kr) 

Nov. 2001 Launched EBS DTV (HLQL-DTV) 

Apr. 2004  Launched Internet CSAT (www.ebsi.co.kr)

Aug. 2004  The 1st EBS International Documentary Festival (EIDF) 

Jul. 2005  Launched EBSu DMB

Jul. 2006  Launched EBSlang (www.ebslang.co.kr) 

Apr. 2007 Launched EBS English Satellite Channel

Jan. 2008  Signed MoU for Digital Multi Headquater with Gyeonggi-do

 

Dec. 2008  Launched EBS TV real-time broadcasting via IPTV 

May. 2010  Launched Education Digital Resource Bank 

Apr. 2012 Launched the world's first Dual Stream pilot service using 2D and 3D 

Jul. 2012  Launched Internet EBSu (www.ebsu.co.kr) 

Mar. 2013 Launched Internet EBS Math (www.ebsmath.co.kr)

Feb, 2015 Began Pilot Service for EBS2 (New Terrestrial Channel)

Sep. 2017 New Headquarter in Ilsan, Gyeonggi-do

Jun. 2020 Commemoration of the 20th Anniversary of EBS



Mating 
Machine

2 X 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2021

Episode 

1  Males
2  Females

Why do males are more outstanding in their physical appearance? 
Why are females so picky in choosing their mates? Why do we do things that 
have nothing to do with our survival? 

-
-

lution is not the ones that survive, but the ones that succeed in mating. We have 
evolved into both surviving machines and mating machines.

The Science 
of Cooking

4 X 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2021

Episode 

1  Heat
2  Force
3  Fermentation
4  Taste

“The invention of cooking is what led to the rise of humanity" - Professor 
Richard Wrangham, Biological Anthropology, Harvard University
Humankind has been creating countless ways of cooking food as long as we 
can remember. Cooking is the product of human efforts for obtaining energy 
from nature. And within those efforts lies the essence of wisdom achieved by 
humankind. From a new angle, this documentary series takes a look at the world 
of cooking which is a series of endless accidents, adventures, and unexpected 
connections. "The Science of Cooking" divides the foundation of cooking into the 
four elements of heat, force, fermentation, and taste, covering each in a separate 
episode.

WorldFest-Houston 2021: Grand Remi Award



Mystery 
Migration: 
Red Crabs of Christmas Island Once a year, the coasts of Christmas Island turn bright crimson. The red 

crab migration sweeps across the island in one of nature’s most spectac-
ular mysteries. Their habitat is an Australian territory in the Indian Ocean 
with 63% of its land preserved as a national park. Around its namesake 
holiday, a crimson carpet covers the ground as more than one hundred 
million red crabs march from inland forests to the shores. They risk their 
lives on this twelve-hour journey to spawn in the sea. Watch as they 
migrate en masse, spawn in triumph, and return as baby crabs to carry 
on life for the stunning species.3 X 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2020

Episode 

1  The Silent Inhabitants
2  An Arduous Journey
3  The Crimson Homecoming

3AM; the time when birds, underwater creatures, and all the living creatures 
become conscious of their sufferings. At "Songgwangsa", where 16 monks of 
high virtue followed the Buddhist teachings, sounds of bells, drums, wooden 
clapper, and gongs situated on Korea's most spiritually revered mountain, Jogy-
esan. Songgwangsa is home to a large community of Buddhist monks. Young 
monks from all over Korea, and even foreign monks, come to the temple to train. 
Also, a night owl catches its breath after an arduous hunt, and a hungry leopard 

single moment. Days and nights come by and seasons circle in four colors. Yet, 
even a fraction of moment never comes again. Buddhism describes reasons of 
impermanence as nature itself. This wildlife documentary portrays the emptiness 
of the ever changing nature and the creations within, projecting the desire of 
transcendence onto nature.

Songgwangsa, 
Echoes of the Great Pines

2 X 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2020

Episode 

1  Ties of Temporality
2  Impermanence



The Male
selection drive populations of all lifeforms. Surviving without the act of sex is 
meaningless as it means no reproduction. The winner of the ruthless “evolu-
tionary war” is not the one who had survived, but rather who had succeeded in 
sexual selection: the reason why males have such a strong desire and craze for 
sex. The UHD documentary, <The Male>, closely 
captures 20 rare species of “sex-crazed” fervent male birds from all around the 
world, exploring how sexual selection can be both holy and miraculous through 
the observation of 30 different species of birds in Australia, Papua New Guinea’s 
jungle, Senegal in Africa, Central and South America, Northern Europe, and oth-
er parts of Asia, such as Japan and Indonesia.2 X 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2019

Korea UHD Award 2019

Korea Broadcasting Award 2019: Best Filming

Episode 

1  A World of Insanity
2  Birth of the Artform

that call the island home and found nowhere in the world. How could  
a small number of species evolve in the vast variety of life we see in  
Galapagos? 
<Galapagos: The Edge of the World> takes the viewers to the evidence 
of Darwinian evolution. Known for its vast number of endemic species, 
<Galapagos: The Edge of the World> explores the standpoints of evo-
lution, environmental change and the interference between human and 
nature vividly captured in UHD. 3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2019

Galapagos: 
The Edge of the World

Episode 

1  Survival
2  Ocean of Confusion
3  Coexistence, Is It Possible?










